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Abstract

We study the performance and behavior of Value at Risk (VaR) measures used by a
number of large banks during and before the financial crisis. Alternative benchmark
VaR measures, including GARCH-based measures, are also estimated directly from
the banks’ trading revenues and help to explain the bank VaR performance results.
While highly conservative in the pre-crisis period, bank VaR exceedances were excessive
and clustered in the crisis period. All benchmark VaRs were more accurate in the
pre-crisis period with GARCH VaR measures the most accurate in the crisis period
having lower exceedance rates with no exceedance clustering. Variance decompositions
indicate a limited ability of the banks’ VaR methodologies to adjust to the crisis-period
market conditions. Despite their weaker performance, the bank VaRs exhibited greater
predictive power for a measure of realized PnL volatility than benchmark VaR measures.
Benchmark Expected Shortfall measures are also considered.
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1 Introduction

Value-at-Risk (VaR) is the potential loss on a financial position or portfolio with a
designated horizon and probability of being exceeded. Its practical application began in the
early 1990s when a number of large banks began employing VaR to measure market risk in
their trading portfolios (see Mudge and Wee (1993)).

VaR has subsequently become the principal measure of market risk used by institutions
for risk management, public reporting, and market risk regulatory capital requirements. Its
widespread use owes to the attraction of a transparent measure of potential loss and banks’
abilities to make it operational on a practical level. This includes the application of VaR to
the entire portfolio, accounting for individual positions market exposures, and with regular
updating to provide an ongoing measure of current risk.1 During this time, however, VaR as
a risk measure has been subject to criticism concerning both its estimation and usefulness.

Important estimation issues include determining the distribution of market price changes
and variation in the distribution over time. For large banks, market factor exposures can
exceed several thousand and cover a broad spectrum of market risks. Particularly because of
its tractability for portfolios with high dimension market exposures, the most common mea-
sure used by banks has been a moving historical distribution of returns to current positions,
“historical simulation” (HS). This methodology, however, has been strongly criticized.2

At the conceptual level, VaR’s usefulness has also been argued to be limited, as it cannot
indicate loss potential beyond the VaR quantile and can lack other desirable statistical
properties. The principal alternative measure proposed is the expected loss conditioned on
a VaR exceedance, Expected Shortfall (ES).3

Criticism of banks’ VaR measures became vociferous during the financial crisis as the
banks’ risk measures appeared to give little forewarning of the loss potential and the high
frequency and level of realized losses during the crisis period (see Nocera (2009)).4 However,
there has been little formal study of bank VaR crisis period performances.

In this paper, we study the behavior and performances of the VaR estimates of 5 large
U.S. banks, the majority of which use standard HS VaR. The banks’ daily VaRs and daily
trading revenues are reported from the early 2000s through the financial crisis beginning
in 2007 and extending through all major crisis events. The data are used internally and
for regulatory capital purposes. The daily bank VaRs are estimated for a loss with a one
percent chance of being exceeded, i.e., at a 1% quantile.

1For an extensive treatment on VaR measurement and practice, see Jorion (2007).
2For example, see Manganelli and Engle (2001), Pritsker (2006), and Andersen, Bollerslev, Christoffersen,

and Diebold (2007)
3For a review and further study of VaR versus ES, see Yamai and Yoshiba (2005).
4Danielsson (2002) provides an early critique on VaR limits, especially in times of market instability.

For VaR and ES performance during the financial crisis applied to market indices, see Kourouma, Dupre,
Sanfilippo, and Taramasco (2011).
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For the entire period of study, the VaR exceedance rates for all but one bank were not
significantly different from the theoretical 1% quantile. However, a second important test
is for independence or absence of clustering of VaR exceedances. For this test, for every
bank, independence is strongly rejected. In fact, for all banks, almost all VaR exceedances
occurred during the financial crisis.

In order to study the banks’ VaR performances during the crisis period, the sample is
split into pre-crisis and crisis periods, the latter beginning June 2007. The earlier period
provides a benchmark, as well as allowing for comparison of results with prior literature. The
banks’ VaR performances are evaluated based on VaR accuracy (coverage) and independence
among exceedances. Of additional interest is VaR correlation with a measure of 1-day ahead
realized profit and loss (PnL) volatility.

In an early study Berkowitz and O’Brien (2002) found the daily VaRs of 6 large U. S.
banks between 1998 and 2000 to be conservatively biased but with exceedance clustering
during a sub-period of financial instability following the Russian debt default in August
1998. Further results suggested a simple GARCH-based VaR measure estimated from the
banks’ historical PnL was at least as accurate as the banks’ internal VaRs. The broad
results here are similar. Bank VaRs were overly conservative prior to the financial crisis
but with excessive VaR exceedances and clustering during the crisis. A GARCH-based VaR
estimated with bank historical PnL was more accurate for both periods and with no or
limited evidence of exceedance clustering.

Perignon, Deng, and Wang (2008), Perignon and Smith (2010a) and Perignon and Smith
(2010b) found bank VaRs to be conservatively biased with varying samples of banks and
dates between 1999 and 2007(Q1).5 Perignon and Smith (2010b) found no evidence of bank
VaRs next-day PnL volatility forecast power. However, using U.S. bank VaR and PnL data
reported quarterly for different periods between 1994 - 2002, Jorion (2002), Hirtle (2003),
and Liu, Ryan, and Tan (2004) found significant correlations between the banks’ VaRs and
absolute next-quarter PnL. For a single bank between 2001 - 2004, Berkowitz, Christoffersen,
and Pelletier (2011) reported significant correlations between business unit daily VaRs and
next-day PnL volatility but also found evidence of business-line VaR inaccuracies. In this
study, we also look at correlations between bank VaRs and a measure of next-day realized
PnL volatility.

The analysis here is substantially expanded over earlier studies. This includes the use of
benchmark VaRs estimated from the banks’ historical PnL, specifically historical simulation
(HS) VaR and VaR conditioned on a GARCH volatility forecast with normal and non-normal
conditional return distribution variants. A substantial literature on VaR estimation applied

5Perignon, Deng, and Wang (2008) studied six major Canadian banks using daily data (1999 - 2005).
Perignon and Smith (2010a) studied four U.S. banks using quarterly data (2001(Q4) - 2007(Q1)). Perignon
and Smith (2010b) studied five major banks (Canadian, European, and one U.S) using daily data (2001 -
2004).
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to returns associated with various market price series finds conditioning on a GARCH
volatility forecast increases VaR accuracy, with further benefit from non-normal conditional
return distributions.

Particular attention is also given to the timeliness of VaR adjustments to changing PnL
volatility. Variance decomposition by frequency of bank and benchmark VaR measures’ is
especially helpful for this purpose.

As noted, bank VaRs were very conservative prior to the financial crisis, with few VaR
exceedances. At least some of the conservativeness can be explained by reported PnL
including net fee and related income, while VaR measures cover only position PnL. Despite
their conservativeness, the pre-crisis bank VaRs showed significant power in forecasting
next-day realized PnL volatility.

For the crisis-period, VaR exceedance rates for all banks were significantly above one
percent and with significant clustering. However, there was a dichotomy in VaR perfor-
mances, with three banks performing substantially better and improving over the period.
These banks’ VaRs also continued to exhibit significant PnL volatility forecast power. For
the other two banks, VaRs increased very slowly over the entire period, despite continuing
large PnL volatility and losses, and without significant PnL volatility forecast power.

The shift from bank VaR conservativeness in the pre-crisis period to a substantial un-
derstatement of risk during the crisis period is proximately explained by differences between
the banks’ PnL and VaR variation. The former is concentrated at higher frequencies, mostly
within a one-quarter periodicity and increasing in the crisis-period. VaR variation, however,
is concentrated at lower frequencies, mostly beyond one quarter periodicity for both periods.
The continuance of low frequency variation accounts for the bank VaRs high exceedance
rates and clustering in the early part of the crisis.

A gradual increase in banks’ crisis-period VaRs accounts for high cross-bank VaR corre-
lations, much higher than in the pre-crisis period. High cross-bank VaR correlation during a
period of market instability, with perverse market feedback effects from the VaR constraint
on trading, has been suggested as banks’ similarly face the market turmoil.6 However, the
high correlation observed here reflects more the banks’ common slow VaR adjustment and
not immediate common VaR responses to market fluctuations.

For all benchmark VaR measures, pre-crisis period exceedance rates are mostly rea-
sonably close to the 1% level, with little exceedance clustering. For the crisis period, the
HS-benchmark VaRs experienced both excess exceedance rates and exceedance clustering.
The GARCH-based benchmark VaRs experienced excess exceedance rates but fewer than
those for the bank VaRs and benchmark HS VaRs and no exceedance clustering.

6See Basak and Shapiro (2001), Danielsson, Shin, and Zigrand (2004) and Danielsson, Shin, and Zigrand
(2009). See also Adrian and Shin (2014) for bank VaR historical relation to market volatility and implications
for economic stability.
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The better accuracy of the benchmark VaRs in the pre-crisis period can be explained
by smaller, on average, VaR levels much closer to the ex-post PnL 1% quantile. The crisis-
period performance differences between the bank VaRs and benchmark VaRs, and between
the GARCH-based VaRs and other VaR measures, including bank VaRs, can be explained
by differences in VaR total variances and their frequency decompositions.

For the benchmark HS VaRs, both the pre-crisis and crisis period variation at higher
frequencies is at a much lower level than those for the bank VaRs, even though the majority
of banks use HS method to produce their VaRs. A possible explanation is that the bank
VaRs’ historical window is updated daily with current position exposures. The benchmark
HS VaRs update daily only the newest and oldest PnL observations. This difference might
also help explain the bank VaRs better PnL volatility forecast power.

The benchmark GARCH VaRs in the pre-crisis period had total variance similar to
those for the bank VaRs but with moderately higher GARCH VaR variation at higher
frequencies. However, for the crisis period, both the GARCH VaR total variance and its
share at higher frequencies became much larger in response to the changing PnL volatility.
This explains the GARCH VaR crisis-period better accuracy and exceedance independence.
However, crisis-period GARCH volatility forecasts also over-reacted to large 1-day PnL
shocks that adversely affected the GARCH VaRs’ volatility forecast power relative to that
for the better-performing banks’ VaRs.

The results here indicate the limits of bank VaR measures in adapting to changing mar-
ket conditions and particularly market instability. The benchmark GARCH VaR measure
based on bank PnL has the modeling flexibility to account for variation in PnL volatility
and may be improved upon. However, its use is limited in not being able to identify a
bank’s market risks at a disaggregated level. Additionally, the GARCH-based VaR measure
still exhibited shortcomings in volatility forecasting during the financial crisis. These issues
are considered further in the analysis below.

In a final exercise, ES (Expected Shortfall) measures were estimated with historical PnL
using a GARCH-EVT model. The estimates were reasonably close to average losses given
an exceedance during the pre-crisis period but lacked precision and understated mean losses
conditioned on an exceedance in the crisis period. The latter results owe at least somewhat
to GARCH VaR estimation limits during the crisis period, a time when ES is expected to
be most informative. The results, however, would be consistent with concerns expressed by
Yamai and Yoshiba (2005) about low ES precision for heavy-tailed distributions, particularly
as ES requires a larger sample size than VaR to produce the same accuracy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a description of PnL
and VaR data for the five banks studied here along with a brief description of bank VaR
methodologies. Section 3 contains individual bank PnL and VaR analysis including an
analysis of bank VaR temporal behavior. Benchmark VaR measures, including HS VaR,
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GARCH-normal and alternative non-normal GARCH VaRs are analyzed and presented in
Section 4, along with implications of the results. Section 5 concludes.

2 Bank Data and VaR Estimation Practices

The bank data used here consists of individual bank historical daily trading revenues
(PnL) and bank 1% VaRs provided to the Federal Reserve Board from five large U.S.
banking institutions. The daily VaRs are used by banks in managing trading risk and for
market risk regulatory capital purposes. Bank data starting dates differ somewhat but
begin in the early 2000s for all but one bank and extend through all major market events.
The starting date for the crisis period is June 2007, approximating the initial collapse of
the mortgage securitization market and several mortgage financing firms. It also marks the
beginning of an extensive period of much greater bank PnL volatility that persisted through
the financial crisis. The pre-crisis period is based on the earliest dates for which bank data
was available.7

Banks estimate 1-day-ahead VaR forecasts using daily market factor histories, with VaR
updated daily and based on current (end-of-day) positions. Market exposures are estimated
for market factors by geographical region, industry and factor type, where individual-name
exposures may be represented by an aggregated market index. Market exposures included
in bank VaRs can be several thousand or more. To estimate VaR, current exposures are
applied to historical or analytically simulated market factor distributions based on histor-
ical windows ranging from 1 to 5 years and an average window of approximately 3 years.
Updating frequency of market factor histories ranges from one day to one quarter, with an
average lag of about one month and possibly some shortening of the lag during the crisis
period. Also, bank VaRs typically measure risk only for mark-to-market position revalu-
ations, while daily PnL used by banks and regulators also includes fees, commissions and
interest income. On net, these additions to position PnL are typically positive, lowering
reported VaR exceedance rates.8

VaR measures the minimum return on a portfolio with a designated confidence level. If
the confidence level is (1− q), the minimum return is the q-quantile value for the portfolio
return distribution. Formally, let V aRqt,t+k be the forecast on day t for a minimum k-period
portfolio return rt,t+k on day t+k, k ∈ N, satisfying the designated confidence level, 1−q. If
Ft,t+k(·) represents the true portfolio return distribution function for date t+ k conditional

7We do not report exact starting dates for the pre-crisis period and end dates for the crisis period because
of confidentiality purposes.

8Under new Basel market risk rules effective in 2013, subjected banks must exclude such trading related
income from trading revenues used for validating VaR measures.
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on time t information set Ωt, VaR is:

V aRqt,t+k = F−1
t,t+k(q) (1)

Since the value Ft,t+k(q) of the true portfolio return distribution function is not known, it
must be estimated, F̂t,t+k(q). For a given bank both bank VaRs and all benchmark VaRs
differ in the prescription of F̂t,t+k(q) either by the set of available information at time t,
i.e. banks know their positions and position sensitivities, or by the estimation method, e.g.
parametric, nonparametric, etc. Bank VaRs and all benchmark VaRs considered here are
measured at q = 1% with k = 1, i.e., a 1-day forecast horizon. In the sequel we simplify
notation by denoting Ωt− measurable variables with one index only, e.g. rt−1,t ≡ rt and
V aRqt,t+1 ≡ V aR

q
t .

Banks calculate daily VaR using the history of market factors and factor exposures,
i.e. positions. Formally, let xbt represent bank b’s positions and ft market factors at time
t. Bank VaR measures are conditioned on the historical market factors and the bank’s
current market exposures, since both are available to banks. Letting L be the fixed length
of historical data used to compute VaR, F̂−1

t,t+k(q) = F̂−1
t,t+k(q, xbt , {fτ}τ=t−L+1:t) is the bank’s

risk measure for time t+ 1 that depends on the past market factors and the bank’s current
positions at time t. In contrast, benchmark VaR measures used here are based only on
past PnL realizations that, in turn, depend on respective past positions, since the history
of positions is not directly observed.

Of the five banks studied here, three use the standard historical simulation (HS) method.
Bank HS VaR is determined from position revaluations using historical market factors
{fτ}τ=t−L+1:t for a predefined historical window of size L and applied to current positions
xbt producing a series of pseudo-returns {r̂bτ (xbt , fτ )}τ=t−L+1:t. Thus, bank HS VaR, V aRb,qt ,
is the q-quantile of L − length history of pseudo-returns, r̂bt−τq+1, where τq ∈ {1, . . . , L}.
Hence, V aRb,qt ≡ r̂bt−τq+1(xbt , ft−τq+1) depends on the historical market factors at time
t− τq + 1, the bank’s current positions at time t, and bank’s market factor sensitivities. As
noted, one bank applies some scaling to HS that makes VaR more sensitive to more recent
market volatility. Another bank estimates an analytical factor distribution, using numerical
simulation to obtain a portfolio distribution and 1% VaR.

3 Bank PnL and VaR Performance

3.1 Individual Bank Analysis

Descriptive statistics for pre-crisis and crisis period PnL and bank VaR for banks 1
through 4 are presented in Tables 1 and 3. These statistics are based on daily observations
that start two years into the historical data, which is the starting point for the estimated
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benchmark VaRs to be considered below. Results for the complete pre-crisis sample are
similar and presented in Tables 18 and 19 (with results for a more limited sample for bank
5). The historical data for each bank are standardized so that reported values do not
represent actual dollar magnitudes.9

For bank PnL, several features in Table 1 are notable. One is the much higher pre-crisis
period mean PnL, with comparatively low PnL standard deviations and loss rates compared
to those for the crisis period. Also notable is the dramatically higher (absolute) 1% PnL
quantile for the crisis period. Moreover, PnL was positively skewed in the pre-crisis and
negatively skewed in the crisis period. For banks 2 and 4, the more extreme crisis-period
statistics reflect a number of extreme 1-day losses.

For reference below, the variance decomposition by frequencies of daily PnL volatility is
reported in Table 2. Frequency bands correspond to periodicities less than 5 days (weekly),
less than 21 days (monthly), and less than 63 days (quarterly). The variance decomposition
of |PnL|, a realized measure of PnL volatility, was performed using the Band-Pass Filter
methodology of Baxter and King (1999) with K = 30 leads and lags.10 The fraction of the
total variance of |PnL| accounted for by each frequency range is also presented.

As shown in Table 2, the total variances of each bank’s realized daily PnL volatility
increased dramatically in the crisis period. Including both periods, 40 to 60 percent of the
|PnL| volatility occurred within a 5-day periodicity, with approximately 60 percent reflecting
extreme crisis period losses by banks 2 and 4. Most of the banks’ daily PnL volatility is
accounted for below the 63-day periodicity, 75 percent or more, and this fraction increased
noticeably during the crisis period.

Pre-crisis and crisis period descriptive and test statistics for bank VaRs are provided in
Table 3. The standardization used for the individual banks’ PnL is also applied to the banks’
historical VaR data so that the reported values do not represent dollar magnitudes. Consider
first the pre-crisis period. For this period, exceedance rates are very low, close to zero for
most banks. Coverage level p-values indicate a strong rejection of VaR unbiasedness. The
conservativeness of the bank VaRs is apparent when compared to pre-crisis 1% PnL quantiles
in Table 1, with banks’ mean VaRs roughly twice those of the respective 1% PnL quantiles.
The near absence of VaR exceedances also limits any testing of exceedance independence.11

Following the Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969) method, we estimate the correlation between
the 1-day VaR forecast and a range-based volatility measure |PnL| that is used to quantify
bank VaR informativeness on near-term PnL volatility. The pre-crisis period correlations

9This first-stage standardization involves division by the standard deviation of banks’ PnL calculated for
the total sample including pre-crisis and crisis periods.

10We found that K = 30 leads and lags is sufficient to limit "leakage" and that the choice of higher feasible
K does not have a significant effect on our results.

11As commented by Perignon, Deng, and Wang (2008), no VaR exceedances could support invalidity of
independence.
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in the last column are all positive, with three significant at 1-percent level and a fourth
significant at 10-percent level.12

For the crisis period, there is a dichotomy in the performances of banks 1, 3, and 5
versus banks 2 and 4 shown in the bottom of Table 3.13 First, consider banks 1, 3, and 5.
For these banks, while VaRs averaged more than twice pre-crisis levels, exceedance rates
were 2.7 to 4 percent, significantly in excess of the 1-percentile. The inadequacy of the
VaR coverage is also evident in the three banks’ mean VaRs ranging between 40 and 70
percent of their respective 1-percent PnL quantiles (Table 1). The under-estimation occurs
despite the VaRs ignoring fee and related income, which provides a conservative bias. For
independence, one test is limited to a first-order Markov process (Christoffersen (1998)).
A second test is without this limitation. It is based on comparing observed time intervals
(durations) between VaR exceedances and the expected duration conditioned on the VaR
quantile (Christoffersen and Pelletier (2004)). More details on these tests are provided in
the Technical Appendix.14 For banks 1 and 5 both tests reject independence at standard
test levels, with rejection notably weaker for bank 3. Despite excess exceedances, the crisis
period VaRs for banks 1, 3, and 5 continue to be significantly correlated with next-day
|PnL|.

For banks 2 and 4 exceedance rates were 10 and 5 percent respectively. The mean
VaRs for these two respective banks did not exceed 30 percent of their respective 1-percent
PnL quantiles. These banks also have much larger mean exceedances and the VaR - |PnL|
bivariate correlations are not significant at standard test levels. The bank VaRs adjusted
extremely slowly to the high crisis period PnL volatility and the banks also reported a
number of very large losses.

To further interpret bank VaR behavior and performance, temporal behavior of the bank
VaRs is considered. Specifically, VaR variance frequency decompositions are presented in
Table 4. In general, better-performing VaRs would be expected to have better alignment
with bank |PnL| variance decomposition among different periodicity ranges. However, in
contrast to the bank |PnL| variance decompositions (Table 2), most of the banks’ VaR
variances are accounted for at periodicities exceeding 63-days with very little within 5
days. Further, while |PnL| variance contributions at periodicities within 63 days increased
measurably during the crisis period, banks’ VaR variance contributions remained mainly at
lower frequencies.

Figures 1 and 2 show pre-crisis and crisis period scatter plots for bank daily VaR and
12The banks’ full sample results shown in Tables 18 and 19 contain an extra two years and show similar

correlations.
13We note that two banks in the first group and one bank in the second used standard HS VaR.
14See Kupiec (1995) for tests of the power of unconditional coverage. Berkowitz, Christoffersen, and

Pelletier (2011) evaluate the size and power properties of the tests used here and other tests using desk-level
bank PnL and VaR measures. Also, see Campbell (2006) for a review of VaR backtesting procedures.
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next-day PnL combinations.15 In the plots, the daily VaRs are aligned with next-day PnL.
The 45-degree solid blue line demarcates VaR exceedances, where the “large dots” and
ellipsoids below the line indicate respectively individual PnL exceedances or groups of PnL
exceedances.16 The scatter plot can indicate a relation between a bank’s VaR and the level
or dispersion of its PnL. Also, the distribution of PnL conditional on VaR violation can
indicate if exceedances are related to the level of the bank’s VaR.

For the pre-crisis period, Figure 1 shows the strong tendency for PnL to be positive
for all banks, which can be partly explained by banks including net fee and interest and
related income in the PnL measure. Except for bank 1, a second common feature is more
widely scattered PnL at higher (in absolute) VaR levels.17 This would be consistent with
the correlations between banks’ VaR and next-day |PnL| reported in Table 3 above.18

For the crisis period, Figure 2 shows that VaRs for the three better-performing banks
1, 3 and 5 cover a much wider range, though with comparatively few VaR and PnL pairs
at the larger VaR values. As with the pre-crisis period, the dispersion of PnL tends to
be greater at the higher VaR levels. However, most exceedances occur at the smaller VaR
levels. This, coupled with excess exceedance rates, gives some indication of inadequate VaR
adjustment to the crisis period conditions. For banks 2 and 4, VaRs remained in a narrow
range with substantial excess exceedance rates and with some large losses. This behavior
is closely tied to the banks’ crisis-period VaR dynamics, which is described in more detail
in Section 3.2.

3.2 Bank VaR Temporal Behavior

Historical PnL and VaR averaged across banks is first considered. For each period, both
daily bank VaR and PnL are first standardized by the the individual bank’s PnL mean and
standard deviation for the respective period. This is to normalize the scale of the banks’
trading activity so as to give VaR behavior for the different banks equal weight.19

In Figure 3, the average bank historical PnL and VaR are shown for pre-crisis and crisis
periods. Such aggregates help to reveal the temporal behavior of PnL and VaRs while
providing confidentiality of individual banks. For both periods, the dominance of high
frequency variation in PnL realized volatility, |PnL|, and low frequency variation in VaR,

15Several outlier points are not shown in the figures to hide bank identities.
16For the crisis period we split PnL exceedances in several subgroups, with varying number of points,

rather than show individual VaR violations to further conceal banks’ identities. The plotted ellipsoids are
the smallest containing all points within each subgroup and provide information about the constituents’
dispersion.

17In the sequel we make references to absolute VaR levels.
18The VaR for bank 2 appears to have the same value on multiple days. This reflects a substantial period

where VaR was in a very narrow range and small daily variation is not clearly visible in the Figure.
19This standardization ensures that the number and the timing of VaR exceedences is unchanged for each

bank after standardization.
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reported for individual banks in Tables 2 and 4, can clearly be seen in the aggregates.
For the pre-crisis period, average bank VaRs also show a gradual increase (in absolute

value) in the second half of the period, following an increase in bank PnL volatility. This
tendency of higher VaRs to be associated with greater PnL dispersion was seen in the scatter
plots (Figure 1). Figure 3 further indicates that significant and positive correlations between
VaR and PnL realized volatility presented in Table 3 reflect a gradual increase in pre-crisis
PnL volatility accompanied by VaR increases. Of particular note is the highly conservative
average bank VaR. While this reflects overly conservative individual bank VaRs documented
above (Table 3), the averaging of bank VaRs somewhat exaggerates the conservativeness
relative to that of the individual banks’ VaR.20

For the crisis period, average bank PnL in Figure 3 continues to have a very large share
of high frequency variation but with a much higher variance, which is also seen in Table
2 for individual banks. The high PnL volatility starts early and continues over the crisis
period. Despite this, the average bank VaR increases at a slow rate and is highly persistent,
until late 2008. This pattern reflects the five individual banks, although the VaR rate of
increase was substantially higher for the three better-performing banks that resulted in a
dichotomy for banks’ VaR and |PnL| correlations. As seen in Table 3, for the two banks
with large crisis-period loses banks’ VaR and |PnL| correlations are not significant, while
for the three better performing banks the correlations are significant and positive.

An additional feature of the crisis period is very high cross-bank VaR correlations shown
in Table 5. Earlier studies have argued that, in periods of broad market instability, bank
VaRs used for market risk management and regulatory capital may move strongly together,
exaggerating market instability through a feedback effect of risk management on market
conditions. These analyses assume bank VaRs are changing with current market conditions
that are having a common effect on bank market returns.21 However, the results here indi-
cate that the high cross-bank VaR correlations reflect a common but very slow adjustment–a
matter of months–to the more volatile market conditions and bank PnL. It is not clear that
this pattern of bank VaR adjustment can produce the strong feedback effects on market
conditions predicted in these analyses.22

Relating average bank PnL and VaR time series to bank VaR behavior and performance
is limited without a temporal matching between an individual bank’s VaR and its PnL. To
satisfy limitations on the use of historical graphics of individual bank data, while providing
more information on bank VaR temporal behavior and performance, an alternative bank

20Bank VaRs and benchmark VaRs are not additive, since bank PnLs do not satisfy comonotonicity
property. As seen in Figure 3, benchmark GARCH VaRs that are studied in Section 4.2.1 and found to have
a correct coverage, have a smaller average level than bank VaRs in the pre-crisis period.

21For example, see Basak and Shapiro (2001), Danielsson, Shin, and Zigrand (2004) and Danielsson, Shin,
and Zigrand (2009).

22Adrian and Shin (2014) show that large financial institution VaR has a strong but lagged relation to
implied market volatility, which they argue creates pro-cyclical bank risk/capital management.
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data decomposition that matches bank’s daily VaR with its PnL is used and presented in
Figure 4 and Table 6.

On each day, the standardized banks’ PnL and VaR are sorted into bin categories based
on the relative size of the respective standardized banks’ VaRs for that day.23 The number
of bins is set equal to the number of banks in each subperiod: 4 for the pre-crisis and 5 for
the crisis period. A lower VaR conservativeness is associated with a higher bin number. On
any day, the VaR and PnL for a particular size category will be for the same bank but the
banks in a category will vary over time. There is significant mixing over time between the
all four bank names during the pre-crisis period for all bins, and during the crisis period for
the better performing banks 1, 3 and 5 in bins 1, 2 and 3. There is almost no mixing for
bins 4 and 5 in the crisis period, with both bins comprised solely from the outlier banks 2
and 4. To further conceal identities, the sum of VaRs and PnLs for bins 4 and 5 are plotted
rather than individual plots. Since both are outlier banks with similar behavior, this does
not materially diminish the individual bank analysis.

Bank VaR and PnL order categories for the pre-crisis period are provided for all 4 bins,
and for the crisis period for bins 1, 2, 3 and the aggregation of bins 4 and 5. This ordering
of daily VaRs permits calculation of descriptive and test statistics at an individual bank
level and with exceedances across bins aggregating to total bank exceedances. It allows
for some further identification of the relation between bank VaR temporal behavior and
performance.

Figure 4 shows the pre-crisis and crisis period order-category VaR and PnL temporal
behavior and Table 6 provides ordered-category PnL and VaR statistics. For both pre-
crisis and crisis periods, a similarity in VaR and PnL temporal behavior can be seen across
order categories for the respective periods and that is also similar to that for the average
bank VaRs in Figure 3. Thus, the temporal behavior described above for the average bank
generally carries over to the individual banks. Further, because individual banks’ VaR and
PnL are paired, total VaR exceedances seen across order categories equal the bank VaRs
total exceedances. In this respect, the order category VaRs are indicative of bank VaR
performances over time.

Order category descriptive and performance statistics are presented in Table 6. A no-
table systematic difference between order categories within each period is that the higher
the order category, the smaller is PnL variation, which holds for all bins with the exception
of bin ’four + five’ in the crisis period for which the PnL variation is the highest. Appro-
priately, with the exception of banks 2 and 4 in the crisis period, higher bank VaR levels
(lower-numbered bins) are associated with higher PnL volatility.

23Our standardization procedure, similar to applied for bank aggregation, involves both demeaning and
standardization by PnL first two sample moments. This allows bringing all banks data to the same level of
magnitude and size.
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In terms of performance statistics, the order category results are comparable to those
reported for the individual banks in Table 3. Specifically, bank VaRs at every category
level are overly conservative in the pre-crisis period and are not conservative enough in the
crisis period. For the pre-crisis period, bank VaR correlation with next-day |PnL| tends
to be more homogenous across bins than that for individual banks reported in Table 3.
Moreover, bank VaR forecast power for next-day |PnL| increases with decrease in bank
VaR conservativeness. Since VaR size and PnL volatility are positively related, this feature
may reflect more difficulty in forecasting higher PnL volatility. Moreover, the homogeneity
across bank VaR - next-day |PnL| correlations may owe to variation among individual banks
within the order categories. For the crisis period, the bank VaR forecast power for next-
day |PnL| behaves in a similar fashion as found for the pre-crisis period and increases with
decrease in bank VaR conservativeness across all three bins that are composed of better
performing bank VaRs but with more heterogeneity due to somewhat smaller variation
among individual banks within the order categories. All correlations between bank VaR
and next-day |PnL| are also found to be positive and significant for these bins.

For the aggregate bin ’four +five’ with the outlier banks 2 and 4, the bank VaR cor-
relation with the next-day realized PnL volatility is found to be statistically insignificant.
Moreover, even though across all bins bank VaRs in the crisis period are not conservative
enough, the extent of bias is the highest for the aggregate bin with the outlier banks. In
sum, these two banks’ response to the financial crisis was extremely weak in terms of both
VaR level and a lack of timeliness in increasing VaR.

4 Benchmark VaR Measures

Alternative benchmark VaRs for each bank are estimated using the bank’s respective
historical daily PnL. Using bank daily PnL permits a more direct evaluation and interpre-
tation of the banks’ VaRs and their respective performances.

This use of historical PnL makes the benchmark VaRs dependent on historical bank po-
sitions and their market factor sensitivities. The bank VaRs have the important advantage
of being conditioned on current positions. However, errors or other deficiencies in measuring
current exposures will reduce the accuracy of the bank VaR estimations, whereas the bench-
mark VaRs will reflect realized but dated position market factor sensitivities. Bank VaR
accuracy may also be reduced by failure to make timely updates in the historical market
data.

In this study, daily 1% benchmark VaRs are estimated using a 2-year daily rolling history
of the respective banks’ daily PnL. The VaRs are based on 1-day out-of-sample forecasts.
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4.1 Standard HS VaR

Standard HS is the most popular approach to bank VaR measurement and is used by
three banks studied here. Benchmark HS VaR calculated at date t for bank b and for date
t + 1, HSV aRb,qt , is the q-quantile of L − length history of daily returns {rbτ}τ=t−L+1:t.
Hence HS VaR is given by HSV aRb,qt ≡ rbt−τq+1(xbt−τq+1, ft−τq+1), where τq ∈ {1, . . . , L},
to explicitly denote PnL functional dependence on positions and market factors at time
t − τq + 1. Note that bank VaR methodologies differ from benchmark HS VaR in how
the historical market factors are used in the VaR measurement, since the latter does not
condition on bank’s current positions.

Statistical results for HS VaRs for each bank are reported in Table 7. For the pre-crisis
period, the HS VaR means are only a third to a half those for the bank VaRs. They are
much closer to the 1% PnL quantiles, with an average VaR exceedance rate of .014. The null
hypothesis of 1% coverage would be rejected only for bank 3. Independence and duration
tests show little evidence of exceedance clustering. Correlations between the HS VaRs and
next-day |PnL| are significant and positive for three banks.

For the crisis period, the HS VaR exceedance rates are much higher and the null hy-
pothesis of 1% coverage is strongly rejected for all banks. The exceedance rates average
about the same as the bank VaRs for banks 1, 3, and 5 (those with the better-performing
VaRs) and are lower than those for banks 2 and 4. The maximum HS VaR exceedance
levels are similar to those for the bank VaRs. As with the bank VaRs, HS VaRs also exhibit
significant exceedance clustering at 5% test level. For banks 1, 3, and 5 the HS VaR - |PnL|
correlations are considerably lower than those for bank VaRs and, at standard test levels,
are significant only for one bank. For banks 2 and 4, however, the correlations are small
and insignificant for bank VaRs and benchmark HS VaRs.

The HS VaR variance decomposition by frequency is reported in Table 8. As indicated,
only a very small fraction of the HS VaR variation is attributed to periodicities within 63-
days, which indicates the temporal rigidity of the benchmark HS VaRs. This greatly limits
any timely adjustment of HS VaRs to changes in PnL (or market) volatility, especially in
the crisis-period, and can explain the relatively weak predictive power for next-day |PnL|
as shown in the last column in Table 7. The very low HS VaR variance contribution below
one-quarter periodicity is consistent with the crisis-period exceedance clustering.

In Figures 5 and 6, pre-crisis and crisis period scatter plots of bank PnL and benchmark
HS VaRs are presented. For both pre-crisis and crisis periods, the HS VaR scatter plots
differ from the bank VaR scatter plots in two ways. One is that the smallest HS VaRs
tend to start at noticeably lower levels than the bank VaRs. The second and more notable
difference is that the HS VaR changes are relatively infrequent leading to clusters of PnL
values associated with individual HS VaRs.

The first difference can be explained by reported bank PnL including fee, interest and
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related income from trading activity that is normally positive. This ancillary income is
not included in the bank VaRs that measure only the potential loss on market positions.
However, it is implicitly represented in the benchmark VaR measures, as these are estimated
using reported bank PnL. Consequently, the benchmark VaR measures will tend to be
smaller than the bank VaRs, with the latter having a conservative bias, ceteris paribus.

The second difference reflects temporal rigidity in the benchmark HS VaRs with a 2-year
estimation window. The benchmark HS VaRs change at highly discrete intervals that leads
to consecutive days of PnL aligning with the individual VaRs.

Figure 3 plots the time series PnL and benchmark HS VaR for the average bank for
both the pre-crisis and crisis periods along with the bank VaR. These figures show the
temporal rigidity of the HS VaR with weak responsiveness to changes in PnL volatility. For
both periods, the average benchmark HS VaR and the average bank VaR show a similar
trend pattern in each period. However, at higher frequencies, the average bank VaR shows
considerably more variation than the average HS VaR.

Three of the five banks studied use the standard HS VaR methodology, including two of
the crisis-period better-performing banks. If bank exposures were constant and measured
accurately (i.e., consistent with historical PnL), the bank and benchmark HS VaRs should
coincide for a given historical window. The much greater variation in the bank VaRs,
particularly noticeable in the scatter plots, is thus consistent with the bank VaRs greater
variability and better |PnL| forecast power, reflecting the banks conditioning on current
position exposures.

Benchmark HS VaRs were also estimated with a 1-year historical window. The statistical
results and HS VaR variances at different frequency ranges are reported in Tables 20 and
21, and PnL - VaR scatter plots in Figures 11 and 12. Most of the 1-year HS VaR variances
at considered periodicity intervals (from ≤ 5-day to ≤ 63-day) are considerably higher than
those for the 2-year HS VaRs. However, relative to those for the bank VaRs, they are all
still extremely low. The pattern of the 1-year HS PnL - HS VaR scatter plots are similar to
those with the 2-year window but with moderately larger ranges for most banks. The 1-year
benchmark HS VaRs had modestly more accurate coverage in both periods than the 2-year
HS VaR but no improvement in exceedance independence or correlation with realized PnL
volatility.

4.2 VaR Measures with Time-varying Volatility

Alternatives to HS VaR considered here employ various degrees of parametric modeling
to better account for time varying return volatility and alternative conditional distributions.
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For the measures considered, the daily return rt (PnL) can be expressed as:

rt = a0 + a1rt−1 + εt (2)

σ2
t = b0 + b1σ

2
t−1 + b2ε

2
t−1 (3)

εt ≡ σtzt (4)

where zt is a mean zero stochastic process with alternative specifications. Volatility in
equation (3) is estimated as GARCH(1,1) specification and the expected return (PnL) in
equation (2) as AR(1) process.24 The VaR measures here are estimated with a 2-year rolling
history.

Under the standard GARCH approach, the residual zt distribution is normal. Results
using the GARCH-normal process are first presented, followed by three alternative GARCH-
based conditional return specifications. One is Filtered Historical Simulation (FHS), a
method applicable to an HS VaR framework.25 The second and third GARCH alternatives
are parametric: GARCH-t and GARCH-EVT (Extreme Value Theory) based on the Gener-
alized Pareto Distribution as in McNeil (1999) and McNeil and Frey (2000). For all models
the PnL VaR is computed at .01 level.

4.2.1 GARCH-Normal VaR Measure

Results for the GARCH-normal VaRs are presented in Table 9. For the pre-crisis period,
the average exceedance rate across the four banks is .009 and the null hypothesis of .01 can-
not be rejected for any bank. The exceedance rates of GARCH-normal VaRs are closer to
theoretical 1% level than the benchmark HS VaRs for all but bank 4. The GARCH-normal
VaR independence and duration statistics indicate no significant clustering. However, cor-
relations with next-day |PnL| are, in general, somewhat weaker than those for the banks’
VaRs.

For the crisis-period and for the better-performing banks 1, 3, and 5, the GARCH-
normal VaR exceedance rates are excessive but average slightly lower than those for the
banks’ VaRs. The size of the VaRs average about two-thirds of the banks’ 1-percent PnL
quantiles. Exceedance average and maximum sizes are similar to those for the bank VaRs.
Notably, unlike the bank (and HS) VaRs, the GARCH-normal VaRs show little evidence of
exceedance clustering. However, their correlations with next-day |PnL| are slightly lower
than those for the banks’ VaRs for all but one bank. For banks 2 and 4, the GARCH-
normal VaRs exhibit coverage performance comparable to that for banks 1, 3, and 5 and

24ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) specification was also estimated with no significant differences in findings
with AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) specification considered here. The AR model was free of convergence issues when
applied to more general, fat tailed, residual specifications. This property is important because of the large
number of rolling-window estimations performed for all sample days and for each bank.

25See Barone-Adesi, Giannopoulos, and Vosper (1999). Also, see Pritsker (2006).
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much superior to the bank VaRs. However, the GARCH-normal VaR - |PnL| correlations
for banks 2 and 4 are close to zero as are the bank VaR correlations.

The GARCH-normal VaRs’ variances at different frequencies shown in Table 10 help in
interpreting these results. In contrast to the bank VaRs, GARCH-normal VaR variation
at higher frequencies shows large increases in the crisis period, except for bank 4, and also
much larger increases in total variance. Moreover, the GARCH-normal VaR variation at all
considered frequency ranges is much higher in the crisis period than that for the bank VaRs
and closer to the values for the observed bank |PnL|. The ability of the GARCH-normal
VaRs to adjust quickly to the changes in |PnL| can account for the smaller exceedance rates
and the absence of clustering of VaR exceedances during the crisis period.

These comparisons between bank VaR and benchmark GARCH-normal VaR variance
decompositions indicate that the GARCH-based specification allowed for the increased share
of high frequency VaR variation and therefore it was much more responsive to the increase
in the crisis-period PnL volatility. This explains the better coverage and independence
test results. Surprisingly, GARCH-normal VaR - |PnL| correlations were lower for most
analyzed banks than those for the bank VaRs. An explanation is provided in Table 11.
The first two columns report correlations between the GARCH volatility forecast, σ̂t,t+1,
and the realized volatility, |PnLt+1|, and their respective p-values. These correlations are
roughly in line with the VaR - |PnL| correlations in Table 9. The next two columns are
the correlations between the estimated volatility, σ̂t+1, and realized volatility forecast error,
|PnLt+1| − σ̂t+1. The negative correlations, which are much larger in the crisis period,
indicate overshooting of the GARCH volatility forecasts.

Figures 7 and 8 show pre-crisis and crisis period scatter plots for bank PnL and bench-
mark GARCH-normal VaRs. As with HS VaRs, the range of both the pre-crisis and crisis-
period GARCH-normal VaRs begins at smaller levels than those for the bank VaRs. Except
for this, the HS VaR and GARCH-normal scatter plots for the two periods are very dif-
ferent, with the latter having a much wider range and lacking the rigidity reflected in the
HS VaR scatter plots. GARCH-normal VaR exceedances are also fewer and spread over a
wider range of VaRs for most banks in the crisis period.

There are also noticeable differences between the bank VaRs and GARCH-normal VaRs.
For both periods, the GARCH-normal VaRs display a wider range of variation. The
GARCH-normal VaRs show more concentration at the low end of the range in the pre-
crisis period, while bank VaR values show more concentration at the low end of the range
in the crisis-period. This is consistent with bank VaRs being overly conservative in the pre-
crisis period but not conservative enough in the crisis period. Moreover, GARCH-normal
crisis period exceedances occur over a wider range and are not concentrated at low VaR lev-
els. These features would suggest that the GARCH-normal VaRs show stronger covariation
with bank PnL volatility than do bank VaRs. While this appears to be the case over much
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of the VaR ranges, GARCH-normal VaRs at the high-end of the range are not associated
with abnormally high |PnL|.

Figure 3 shows the temporal behavior of the GARCH-normal VaR for the average bank.
Although somewhat muted in reflecting VaR variation at an individual bank level, both
pre-crisis and crisis period figures exhibit the more pronounced higher frequency variation
reported in Table 10. In comparison to the bank VaR behavior, the GARCH-normal VaR
displays a much greater shift of the share of the VaR variation at higher frequencies in the
crisis period as compared to the pre-crisis period, as well as much higher overall variation.
Such GARCH-normal VaR characteristics are in-line with the similar shift for the |PnL|.
This again reflects the sensitivity of the GARCH volatility forecast. What tends to offset
its forecasting power, however, is the over-reaction of the GARCH volatility forecasts on
large PnL outliers visible in the Figure.

4.2.2 Alternative non-Normal GARCH VaR Measures

A substantial literature has argued and with some evidence shown that relaxing the
conditional normality assumption can improve the GARCH-based VaR performances.26

Three alternative GARCH-based VaRs with non-normal residual return specifications are
considered: Filtered Historical Simulation (FHS), GARCH-t, and GARCH-EVT based on
an extreme value theory approach to estimate the lower-tail of the return distribution.
These specifications allow for fat tails in conditional return distributions.

Filtered Historical Simulation (FHS) is a method applicable to an HS VaR framework.
FHS VaR uses the AR - GARCH normalized estimated conditional residuals, allowing for
leptokurtosis and skewness by applying the HS nonparametric approach to estimate the
quantiles. For FHS VaR, GARCH-based volatility forecast σ̂T+1 for an out-of-sample date
T + 1 is first computed based on the output from the AR-GARCH model. The estimated
innovations from the 2-year estimation period, εT−i, i = 0, 1, . . . , L, are then weighted by
the inverse of their respective in-sample GARCH volatility estimates and then scaled by the
next-day volatility forecast described above. Such scaling normalizes the historical residuals
to reflect the current-period volatility forecast. Finally, the desired quantiles of the next-day
PnL are derived based on the in-sample distribution of scaled innovations, which allows for
both leptokurtosis and skewness.

GARCH-t specification provides a heavy-tail parametric specification that replaces the
normal distribution assumption underlying GARCH-normal. The shape of the distribution,
particularly the heaviness of the tails, depends on the t-distribution’s degrees of freedom (df)
parameter. The GARCH-t VaR differs from the FHS VaR in two respects. First, it offers a

26VaR performance studies include McNeil and Frey (2000), Bao, Lee, and Saltoglu (2006), Kuester, Mit-
tnik, and Paoella (2006), Ergen (2010), Kourouma, Dupre, Sanfilippo, and Taramasco (2011), and Adcock,
Areal, and Oliveira (2012) among others.
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fully parametric approach to model thickness of the conditional return distribution. Second,
it is based on a joint estimation of the degrees of freedom parameter controlling thickness of
tails with all other model parameters whereas FHS offers a two-step procedure conditional
on the first-stage GARCH-normal estimation step. Thus, the estimated expected return and
volatility parameters may naturally differ from those under the GARCH-normal and FHS
VaRs. More specifically, the extra flexibility of controlling the thickness of conditional return
distribution allows for some off-load of the impact of outliers from the volatility estimates.
A caveat lies in the potential over-parametrization of the GARCH-t specification.

A fully parametric modeling of the lower tail is also applied using Extreme Value Theory
(EVT), specifically the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD). For a broad family of con-
tinuous distributions, GPD is the limiting distribution of the tail and, since the threshold
quantile is located further out in the tail, is used to estimate the 1% VaR.27 McNeil and
Frey (2000) provide a two-stage method to model return tails. First, a standard AR(1)-
GARCH(1,1) model in equations (2) - (4) is fit to the PnL data by pseudo maximum
likelihood (PML) under a normality assumption and without any assumptions on the true
model standardized innovations zt. The estimates of parameters, conditional mean and vari-
ance are obtained, which are used to derive model-implied scaled residuals zt. In the second
step EVT is used to model the tail behavior of standardized residuals by fitting the GPD to
the implied scaled residuals zt below the threshold of choice u. The set {zt : zt < u} defines
the tail of the distribution and can be well approximated by the GPD. All observations
below the threshold are treated as iid GPD realizations. Since the GPD is a two parameter
family of distributions, both parameters are jointly estimated using maximum likelihood
method. The estimates of quantiles V aRq,zt of interest for q = .01 can be easily obtained by
utilizing analytical formulas in McNeil (1999). Analogous to the GARCH-normal and FHS
VaRs, the GARCH-EVT quantile estimate is finally transformed to PnL quantiles given the
following equation:

V aRq,rt = µt + σt ∗ V aRq,zt (5)

The choice of threshold u plays a crucial role in the EVT method and is essentially a
compromise between maximizing the number of observations in the tail and increase in
the goodness of approximation of the distribution of scaled residuals by the GPD. In our
application we use a constant proportion of 20% of observations in the tail. This provides the
minimum number of observations in the tail that guarantees convergence of the maximum
likelihood estimation procedure.

For these three alternative benchmark VaR measures, pre-crisis and crisis-period mean
VaRs, exceedance rates with coverage and independence tests, and VaR correlations with

27See McNeil (1999). For EVT applications to VaR also see McNeil and Frey (2000), Longin (2000), Yamai
and Yoshiba (2005).
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next-day realized |PnL| are presented in Tables 12, 13, and 14 along with bank, HS, and
GARCH-normal VaR statistics for comparison.

For the pre-crisis period, the FHS and GARCH-EVT VaRs have similar mean VaRs
(Table 12, top panel) and exceedance rates (Table 13, top panel). Exceedance rates across
banks average modestly above one percent and higher than the GARCH-normal VaR ex-
ceedance rates. Nevertheless the null hypothesis of 1% coverage cannot be rejected at 5%
level. The GARCH-t VaRs are consistently larger, with lower exceedance rates with 1%
coverage rejected for banks 3 and 4. Specifically the conservativeness of the GARCH-t
VaRs reflect heavier-tailed conditional residuals, since mean estimated GARCH volatilities
are found to be close to those for GARCH-normal specification. Exceedance independence
is not rejected across all GARCH-based models, except for GARCH-t VaR for one bank.

For banks 1, 3, and 5 (the banks with better-performing bank VaRs and no extreme
losses), the crisis-period GARCH-non-normal VaRs have means larger than the GARCH-
normal VaRs and hence moderately lower exceedance rates that are closer to 1% level
although not enough to support the null hypothesis of correct coverage. For FHS and
GARCH-t VaRs, these somewhat improved results owe to conditional residual 1-percent
quantiles being larger than the standard normal distribution 1-percent quantile value. For
GARCH-EVT VaRs, conditional residual quantiles are small absolutely, but comparatively
large negative covariances between GARCH-based volatility and conditional residual quan-
tile provide, on net, some improvement over the standard GARCH-normal model.28

For banks 2 and 4, who experienced extreme crisis-period losses, GARCH-non-normal
VaRs, might seem most appropriate. However, GARCH-normal VaRs are larger (Table 12,
bottom panel) and have lower exceedance rates (Table 13, bottom panel) that are closer to
1% level than the GARCH non-normal alternatives. The smaller FHS and GARCH-EVT
VaRs and higher exceedance rates reflect lower conditional residual 1% quantiles than for
standard normal distribution. For GARCH-t, low GARCH volatility estimates combined
with estimated conditional residual quantiles close to standard normal distribution produced
relatively small VaRs and higher exceedance rates. This reflects the joint estimation of the
GARCH-t volatility and degrees of freedom (df) parameters, whereas the FHS and GARCH-
EVT VaRs are both conditioned on the GARCH-volatility forecasts. Specifically, extreme
|PnL| realizations for banks 2 and 4 are "off-loaded" to a heavy tail df parameter, rather
than producing a buildup of volatility forecasts following negative PnL outliers. Since
volatility is persistent, the outliers substantially contribute to higher average risk measures
in GARCH-normal based models but not so in GARCH-t model.29

VaR correlations with next day realized PnL volatility for non-normal VaR measures
28Following equation (5), the average VaR over the sample period for a particular bank can be expressed

as V aRq,r = µ+ σ × V aRq,z + Cov(σ, V aRq,z).
29Ergen (2010) analyzes over-parameterization in joint estimation of GARCH-t parameters and considers

a GARCH skewed-t VaR for stock indices of emerging market countries.
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are presented in Table 14. For FHS and GARCH-EVT VaRs, correlations can differ from
GARCH-normal VaR correlations only from differences in estimated conditional residual
quantiles. For GARCH-t, correlations may differ due to differences in the estimated con-
ditional residual quantiles, the GARCH volatility, and AR estimates. The Table shows
however that the |PnL| correlations using the non-normal VaR measures are roughly of the
same order of magnitude as those for the GARCH-normal specification.

Results for non-normal VaR variance decomposition are presented in Table 15 for the
variance accounted for within a 63-day periodicity. The variance decomposition results
for the FHS and GARCH-EVT VaRs closely agree with those for the GARCH-normal
VaRs. GARCH-t VaR variance contributions within 63-day periodicity are generally lower
in the crisis-period and similar to other GARCH-based models in the crisis period for better
performing banks 1, 3 and 5. However, the GARCH-t VaR results are significantly higher
for banks 2 and 4 with PnL outliers in the crisis period. This reflects the joint volatility
and df parameter estimation muting the GARCH-volatility response coming after extreme
losses by "off-loading" its response to the decrease in heavy tail df parameter.30

The general superiority of GARCH-based VaR measures over HS VaR is consistent
with results in earlier studies. Variation in the GARCH-t VaR performance results is
also consistent with previous studies for GARCH symmetric-t VaR. However, previous
studies have generally found non-normal GARCH-based VaRs superior to GARCH-normal
in coverage and independence, particularly allowing for skewness, and also have found EVT
VaR measures tend to be superior (see footnote 19). However, these studies did not consider
potential GARCH volatility overreaction to outlier PnL returns and effects on GARCH
volatility forecast power.

4.2.3 Implications and Issues

The benchmark GARCH-based VaRs used here were more accurate than the banks’
internal VaR measures in terms of forecasting VaR exceedances and useful for assessing
bank VaR performances. A bank or regulator, with knowledge of the bank’s current market
positions, could potentially improve on the historical PnL GARCH-based VaR measure.
The bank or regulator would revalue current positions using the historical market prices to
obtain a pseudo-historical PnL, as done in standard historical simulation. A GARCH or
possibly other volatility forecast could be estimated using the pseudo-historical PnL and
then applied to the PnL VaR forecast. Being based on current exposures, this may serve as
a better or complementary measure in evaluating the adequacy of bank VaR forecasts on a
real time basis.31

30As with the 63-day comparisons, 5-day and 21-day periodicity comparisons show similarity across dif-
ferent GARCH VaR measures, with occasional large difference for GARCH-t VaR.

31Alexander and Sarabia (2011) also suggest a formal measure of the accuarcy of a bank’s VaR where
historical PnL is used to determine historical quantiles. These quantiles, along with the historical bank
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This portfolio-level VaR measure will be limited in identifying risks at the sub-portfolio
level and for forecasting conditions in the financial markets to which the banks have ex-
posures. It thus will be of limited use for managing risks in the trading portfolio. For
this purpose, measurement of more disaggregated postions risks and correlations is needed.
Bank trading postion exposures, however, include a large number of positions in various
equity, interest rate, foreign exchange, commodity, and credit markets. The large dimen-
sionality of market exposures makes measurement of the market dynamics to which the
banks’ have exposures difficult. Various approaches to reduce the number of risk param-
eters that would need to be estimated have been suggested but with little application to
date.32

Even with measurement of market dynamics, the results here indicate difficulties in
estimating risk in a period of substantial market instability. During the crisis period, both
bank and benchmark VaRs significantly underestimated the banks’ 1-percent PnL quantiles.
While the GARCH-based VaRs had better accuracy, they overreacted to large 1-day PnL
realizations. The use of non-normal GARCH-based VaR measures provided only moderate
improvement in loss coverage over the normal GARCH-based VaR.

A body of research points to the usefulness of recognizing several components con-
tributing to return variance, a more persistent stochastic volatility with possible jumps in
volatility, and less persistent jumps in returns.33 Market instability is characterized by both
significant variation in price volatility and price jumps. The accuracy of the GARCH or
related time-varying volatility models may be improved in some manner by restricting the
estimated volatility’s response to large price changes.34 Besides loosing some accuracy in
the volatility forecast, this approach still does not account for the jump risk. Ultimately,
an adequate measure of market risk needs to encompass both market instability features.35

In a limited attempt here, a jump-diffusive stochastic volatility model for bank PnL
that combined a Poisson jump process with stochastic volatility was estimated. From this
estimation, daily rolling benchmark VaRs were calculated for each bank. Crisis period VaR
exceedances, however, were frequent and large as the VaR estimates responded slowly to
the heightened PnL volatility and did not greatly raise the jump activity rate estimates

VaRs, are used to measure bank VaR accuracy (via bias and error dispersion), i.e. “VaR model-risk.”
32References include Barone-Adesi, Giannopoulos, and Vosper (1999) for multivariate FHS; Andersen,

Bollerslev, Christoffersen, and Diebold (2007) for dimension reduction in multi-variate GARCH methods;
Aramonte, Rodriguez, and Wu (2013) for application of GARCH to a set of identified latent common factors
underlying market factors; and Embrechts, Puccetti, and Rüschendorf (2013) for the use of copulas in
establishing bounds on multi-factor dependence.

33See Andersen, Bollerslev, and Diebold (2007) and references therein.
34Muler and Yohai (2008) and Boudt, Danielsson, and Laurent (2011) suggest a limited approach that

constrains the GARCH volatility estimate.
35For GARCH volatility models with jumps, see Maheu and McCurdy (2004) and Duan, Ritchken, and

Sun (2006). For more general VaR measurement using stochastic volatility models with Levy jumps, see
Szerszen (2009). Gibson (2001) provides an early attempt to incorporate jumps into a VaR measure.
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during the period. These results owe to the long estimation period needed to precisely
estimate jump activity rates and conditional jump size distribution due to an assumption
of i.i.d. Poisson jumps, and suggest a need to recognize temporal dependence in jumps or
their activity rate’s co-dependence with volatility.36

4.3 Expected Shortfall

It is well known that VaR as a quantile measure is limited in measuring tail risk. Briefly
considered here is Expected Shortfall (ES), which has been the principal risk measure rec-
ommended as an alternative or supplement to VaR for providing a measure of the size of
potential loss. Under the GARCH assumption with conditional normality, ES is analyti-
cally determined conditioned on PnL being below the estimated .01 quantile. Using FHS,
ES is the mean of the filtered historical PnL for values below the FHS VaR estimate. For
GARCH-t and EVT measures, ES is the numerically or analytically determined expected
value of the PnL conditioned on its being below the respective VaR estimate.

Average daily ES estimates for the pre-crisis and crisis periods for each bank using the
different ES measures are reported in Table 16. For the pre-crisis period, the ES averages
for the different measures, excluding GARCH-t, are similar, with GARCH-t consistently
more conservative. For the crisis period, and for banks 1, 3 and 5, the ES averages for
the GARCH-normal measure are smaller absolutely than those for the GARCH non-normal
measures, which are generally about the same size.

ES size comparisons among the different VaR measures parallel the EVT VaR compar-
isons, as might be expected since the size of the loss given an exceedance depends on how
exceedance, or VaR violation, is measured. Consistent with this and excluding banks 2 and
4, the more conservative crisis-period GARCH non-normal VaRs are accompanied by more
conservative ES values than GARCH-normal ES estimates.

For banks 2 and 4, the crisis period GARCH-t ES estimates are smaller than those for the
other ES measures. These results parallel the relatively smaller GARCH-t VaRs for these
banks described above and with the same explanation. As described in more detail for the
GARCH-t VaR results, they reflect the off-loading of extreme PnL realizations to a heavy
tail df parameter, greatly reducing the levels of GARCH-estimated volatilities observed
for the other GARCH-based VaRs. As with the GARCH-t estimates, this off-loading and
the persistence of volatility are responsible for the two banks’ relatively small average ES
estimates.

In a critique of the ES measure, Yamai and Yoshiba (2005) point to a small ES estimation
precision for heavy tailed distributions, which is when ES is needed the most. Further, ES
requires a larger sample size than VaR to produce the same accuracy. Some evidence of

36The results for stochastic volatility model with jumps are not reported here but could be provided on
request.
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lack of ES estimation precision for bank PnL can be seen in Table 16. All studied methods
produced much closer ES results in the pre-crisis period than in the crisis period. The
differences in ES crisis-period estimates were greatest for banks 2 and 4, with these two
banks having the most pronounced outliers, skewness, and kurtosis (Table 1). A viable
explanation is that the sample could be not rich enough to provide precise ES estimates
and depends heavily on model specification.37

To provide a closer look at ES performance, further results for the GARCH-EVT ES
measure are presented in Table 17. For the pre-crisis period, the estimated unconditional
mean ES values are about one-third larger than the EVT VaRs (Table 12). The uncondi-
tional and conditional mean ES values are roughly the same. While they are less than the
actual mean ES values (realized losses) conditioned on an exceedance, they are in the same
range. Rounding out this picture, the PnL exceedance rate for ES averaged .0058 across the
four banks versus .012 for the average GARCH-EVT VaR exceedance rate, a moderately
greater measure of potential loss.

Compared to the pre-crisis period, in the crisis period the unconditional mean estimated
ES values are much larger and also larger than the estimated conditional and realized ES
measures. However, the mean ES estimates conditioned on a VaR exceedance are much
smaller than the actual ES values (actual losses) conditioned on a VaR exceedance. This
difference in unconditional and conditional ES estimates reflects the GARCH-based ES es-
timates over-reaction to large changes changes in PnL, similar to that occurring with the
GARCH-based VaR estimates. Even though unconditionally GARCH-EVT ES measure
was overly conservative, it was not conservative enough when conditioned on VaR viola-
tion. As documented by the correlation with the next-day |PnL| volatility measure, the ES
estimates had little forecast power in the crisis period, in contrast to the pre-crisis period.
ES exceedance rates, mean exceedances, and maximum exceedances in Table 17 provide
information on the ES loss “coverage”.

5 Conclusions

This study examined the performance and behavior of VaR for a number of large banks
during and before the financial crisis. For the pre-crisis period, bank VaRs were overly
conservative with few VaR exceedances. This contrasted with mostly unbiased benchmark
HS and GARCH VaRs using only historical bank PnL. For the crisis period, however, bank
VaR exceedances were substantially excessive and exhibited clustering, with two of the five
banks having significantly poorer performances. The benchmark GARCH VaRs had fewer
crisis-period exceedances than the bank VaRs and did not exhibit exceedance clustering.

37See Kourouma, Dupre, Sanfilippo, and Taramasco (2011) for comparison of VaR and ES measures for
stock and commodity indexes during the financial crisis.
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This better performance during the financial crisis reflected the GARCH VaRs stronger
and more immediate adjustment to the crisis-period volatility as reflected in GARCH-based
volatility dependence on bank PnL regression residuals.

Covering a much longer and more recent history, the pre-crisis and crisis period bank
VaR results here are similar to those for bank VaRs in the late 1990s - early 2000 period
reported by Berkowitiz and O’Brien (2002). Specifically, now as then, bank VaRs are
conservative when times are normal but understate risk in a period market instability, and
also when compared to benchmark GARCH-based VaR measures.

Bank VaR methodologies are not designed to forecast near-term variation in market
volatility. At least in part this may reflect difficulties in modeling market volatility with
trading positions covering a wide variety of financial markets. Incorporating volatility mod-
eling would seem necessary for improving bank VaR adjustment to changing market condi-
tions. More active consideration could be given to current proposals for measuring market
factor dynamics for high-dimensional portfolios, while using a PnL volatility-conditioned
VaR forecast as a supplement to current bank VaR measures.

While application of GARCH or similar volatility forecasts might materially improve
VaR performances, results here suggest remaining forecast limitations in a period of sub-
stantial market instability. A more complete measurement would require accounting for
multiple variance components, e.g. jumps. Absent this, supplemental measures, such as
stress exercises, appear to be logical.

Finally a general shortcoming of VaR is that it does not measure potential loss when
VaR is exceeded. This is more likely to be important in a period of financial turmoil. Some
limited results here in estimating an ES measure suggest that accurate estimation may also
be significantly more difficult in a such a period.
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Appendix: Backtesting VaR measures

In this Appendix, we briefly describe the battery of tests used throughout the paper that serve to
statistically evaluate both unconditional and conditional performance of VaR measures. We base our
exposition on the Christoffersen (1998) likelihood ratio framework and Christoffersen and Pelletier
(2004) duration framework. Setting the stage, define the sequence of one-period ahead VaR measures
{V aRt,t+1}, t = 1, . . . , T − 1 coming from a benchmark or bank model. Since VaR forecasts can be
seen as interval forecasts, we define a violation, or an exceedance, indicator variable It, by:

It+1 =
{

1 if rt,t+1 < V aRq
t,t+1,

0 otherwise.
(1)

The conditional coverage hypothesis is true if the following condition holds

E(It+1|Ωt) = q (2)

for all t, which implies that the indicator sequence It is i.i.d. Bernoulli(q) distributed if V aRt,t+1 is
based on a true model.

The Christoffersen (1998) likelihood ratio test for unconditional coverage tests is E(It+1) = q,
the weaker condition implied by (2). Under the null of correct coverage the likelihood is

L(q; I1, I2, . . . , IT ) = (1− q)n0qn1 .

The likelihood ratio test statistic is given by

LRuc = −2log (L(q; I1, I2, . . . , IT )/L(q̂; I1, I2, . . . , IT )) ,

where q̂ is the relative number of VaR violations in the sample. The LRuc statistic is asymptotically
χ2(1) distributed.

The Christoffersen (1998) test for independence of VaR violations assumes under the alternative
that the hit process It follows a first-order Markov process. Under the null of independence, the
probability of violation should be independent from the preceding realization of the hit sequence.
More formally, consider a binary first-order Markov chain with transition matrix given by:

Q =
(

1− q01 q01

1− q11 q11

)

where qij = Prob(It+1 = j|It = i). The likelihood function for this chain is given by

L(Q; I1, I2, . . . , IT ) = (1− q01)n00qn01
01 (1− q11)n10qn11

11 .

where nij is the number of hit realizations with the value i followed by the value j. Under the null,
q01 = q11 = q1 with the respective transition matrix Qind. Finally. after replacing probabilities
in transition matrices Q and Qind by their sample counterparts and ending up with the respective
matrices corresponding to the maximum likelihood estimates Q̂ and Q̂ind, we have the following
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likelihood ratio statistic:

LRind = −2log
(
L(Q̂; I1, I2, . . . , IT )/L(Q̂ind; I1, I2, . . . , IT )

)
.

with LRind test statistic asymptotically χ2(1) distributed.
As noted above, testing for independence with the application of Christoffersen (1998), LRind

test statistic strongly depends on the first-order Markov assumption but offers an easily applica-
ble method. However, the dependence structure of the hit sequence It can be of different nature.
Christoffersen and Pelletier (2004) offers a viable approach to test for dependence without making
strong assumptions. The test relies on the duration based test statistic. Lets denote by Di = ti−ti−1

the time between two hits in the It sequence and by N(T ) the total number of hits in {It} se-
quence. The first and the last duration times are special cases, since they can be either left-censored
(C1 = 1 or 0 otherwise) or right-censored (CN(T ) = 1 or 0 otherwise) respectively. Under the null
of no dependence, the duration Di should exhibit a flat hazard rate q, which is consistent with the
exponential distribution fexp(D; q) = qexp(−qD). For the alternative we choose a simple Weibull
distribution with fW (D; a, b) = abbDb−1exp(−(aD)b), which collapses to the exponential distribu-
tion if b=1. As noted by Christoffersen and Pelletier (2004), the maximum likelihood estimate for
the unconstrained model with a Weibull alternative can be obtained by maximizing with respect
only to one of the parameters b, since a solves the following first order condition

â =
(
N(T )− C1 − CN(T )∑N(T )

i Db
i

)(1/b)

Finally, the likelihood ratio statistic LRdur is given by

LRind = −2log
(
L(D; â(1), 1)/L(D; â(̂b), b̂)

)
.

where b̂ is the ML estimate of the parameter b under a Weibull specification. The specific form of
the likelihood function directly follows from the assumed independence of duration times Di and is
a simple product of Weibull likelihoods for each observation.38

38The first and the last duration times are special cases because of their possible left or right censoring. In
case of censoring, the likelihood component of observing duration D is a function of cumulative distribution
function.
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Table 1: Bank Daily PnL: Bank daily PnL statistics are reported for pre-crisis and crisis
periods for each bank. Reported statistics include sample dates, mean, standard deviation (std
dev), historical 1% PnL quantile (.01 quant), daily loss frequency (PnL < 0), and PnL kurtosis and
skewness. Normal distribution is rejected for all banks at 1% level using Jarque-Bera test. See Table
18 for full sample bank PnL statistics. For confidentiality purposes only calendar years of the first
available data points are reported. The crisis period sub-sample starts on June 1st 2007 but no
information on the end of the crisis period sample is provided for each bank.

Pre-Crisis Period
bank dates mean st dev .01 quant PnL < 0 kurtosis skewness
bank 1 2003 - May 2007 .5613 .5262 −.795 .101 5.790 .301
bank 2 2002 - May 2007 .1390 .1204 −.141 .076 5.802 .814
bank 3 2001 - May 2007 .4668 .5780 −.704 .170 6.312 .508
bank 4 2003 - May 2007 .2612 .2460 −.149 .087 38.966 3.271

Crisis Period
bank start dates mean st dev .01 quant PnL < 0 kurtosis skewness
bank 1 June 2007 .1977 1.7080 −5.355 .390 4.977 −.707
bank 2 June 2007 −.1365 1.9132 −8.291 .406 114.758 −9.391
bank 3 June 2007 .8071 1.7995 −3.805 .276 8.183 −.649
bank 4 June 2007 .0809 1.7506 −3.248 .301 155.602 −11.405
bank 5 June 2007 .2893 1.1129 −2.836 .333 10.957 .391

Table 2: Bank |PnL| Variance by Frequency: Bank pre-crisis and crisis period |PnL|
variances (total variance) and |PnL| variance decompositions by frequencies are reported in the top
and bottom panels. Frequency bands correspond to periodicities less than 5 (weekly), 21 (monthly),
and 63 (quarterly) days. Cumulative fraction of |PnL| variance is reported at each frequency range.
Variance decomposition of |PnL| uses the Band-Pass filter with K = 30 leads and lags.

total variance ≤5-day/total ≤21-day/total ≤63-day/total
Pre-Crisis Period

bank 1 .199 .5591 .8525 .9057
bank 2 .012 .5305 .7948 .8533
bank 3 .242 .4364 .7091 .7495
bank 4 .053 .4635 .7593 .8033

Crisis Period
bank 1 1.338 .5375 .8559 .9543
bank 2 3.253 .6040 .9251 .9800
bank 3 1.641 .4029 .7965 .9689
bank 4 2.677 .5752 .9109 .9655
bank 5 .647 .5566 .7808 .7972



Table 3: Bank Daily VaR: Pre-crisis period and crisis period bank VaR descriptive and per-
formance statistics are reported for each bank. Descriptive statistics include daily bank VaR mean,
standard deviation (std dev) and VaR exceedance rate (ex rate), as well as mean and maximum
(max) exceedances (ex). Performance-related statistics include p-values for measures of 1% VaR
accuracy (cover), exceedance independence (indep), duration between exceedances (dur) and VaR
correlation with next-day |PnL| (with p-values in parentheses). The mean and max statistics are
unsigned.

Pre-Crisis Period
ex mean max ——–p-values——– cor

(
−V aRt,

bank mean std dev rate ex ex cover indep dur |PnLt+1|
)

bank 1 1.46 .35 .004 .27 .62 .014 .008 .140 .051 (.089)
bank 2 .32 .06 .000 – – – – – .156 (.000)
bank 3 1.27 .46 .001 .99 1.25 .000 .941 – .410 (.000)
bank 4 .52 .11 .000 – – – – – .301 (.000)

Crisis Period
ex mean max ——–p-values——– cor

(
−V aRt

bank mean std dev rate ex ex cov indep dur |PnLt+1|
)

bank 1 3.31 1.48 .040 1.51 3.71 .000 .000 .000 .132 (.008)
bank 2 .69 .21 .100 2.33 26.53 .000 .631 .699 .071 (.151)
bank 3 2.97 .56 .034 1.25 6.60 .000 .080 .132 .162 (.001)
bank 4 .97 .22 .051 2.88 25.06 .000 .000 .001 −.035 (.483)
bank 5 1.49 .74 .027 .76 4.02 .005 .002 .021 .389 (.000)

Table 4: Bank Daily VaR Variance by Frequency: Pre-crisis and crisis period daily bank
VaR variances (total variance) and bank VaR variance decompositions by frequencies are reported
in the top and bottom panels. Frequency bands correspond to periodicities less than 5 (weekly), 21
(monthly), and 63 (quarterly) days. Cumulative fraction of bank VaR variance is reported at each
frequency range. Variance decomposition of bank VaR uses the Band-Pass filter with K = 30 leads
and lags.

total variance ≤5-day/total ≤21-day/total ≤63-day/total
Pre-Crisis Period

bank 1 .122 .0820 .2058 .3606
bank 2 .004 .0436 .1101 .1756
bank 3 .211 .0086 .0311 .0559
bank 4 .013 .0159 .0457 .0928

Crisis Period
bank 1 2.176 .0267 .0516 .1037
bank 2 .044 .0097 .0308 .1037
bank 3 .315 .0322 .1234 .2243
bank 4 .050 .0196 .0778 .1537
bank 5 .547 .0134 .0499 .1072



Table 5: Cross-Bank PnL and VaR Correlations: Cross-bank daily PnL correlations and
VaR correlations respectively are reported for each bank for the pre-crisis and crisis periods. Cross-
bank PnL correlations are reported in the upper half and cross-bank VaR correlations in the lower
half of each panel. Pre-crisis cross-bank PnL p-values are all significant at the 1% level. Cross-bank
VaR correlation p-values are significant at the 1% level, except that for Banks 1 and 3. Crisis period
cross-bank PnL correlation p-values ≥ .15 are significant at the 1% level. All crisis period cross-bank
VaR p-values are significant at the 1% level.

corr(V aRi, V aRj)\corr(PnLi, PnLj)
Pre-Crisis Period

Bank 1 Bank 2 Bank 3 Bank 4
Bank 1 0.3430 0.2734 0.2005
Bank 2 0.1672 0.3110 0.1470
Bank 3 -0.0615 0.1136 0.2281
Bank 4 -0.111 0.354 0.7050

Crisis Period
Bank 1 Bank 2 Bank 3 Bank 4 Bank 5

Bank 1 -0.0206 0.1875 0.2772 0.4450
Bank 2 0.6738 0.0849 0.0150 0.2500
Bank 3 0.7596 0.6907 0.1547 0.2773
Bank 4 0.7344 0.5802 0.8025 0.0681
Bank 5 0.8206 0.6145 0.7372 0.7469

Table 6: Bank VaR Order Categories: On each day, the standardized banks’ PnL and VaR
are sorted into bin categories with the largest (most conservative) bank VaR in category one and
smallest (least conservative) VaR in the highest numbered bin (four for pre-crisis and five for crisis
period). The bins 4 and 5 for the crisis period are further aggregated into one bin called "bin 4 +
5" to ensure that each bin is based on data for more than one bank. For each period and order
category, both PnL and VaR mean and standard deviations (st dev) are reported. Exceedance rates
(ex rate) and correlations (with p-values in parentheses) for daily −VaR and PnL are also reported.

order PnL VaR ex cor(−V aRt,
category mean st dev mean std dev rate |PnLt+1|)

Pre Crisis Period
one 0.0003 1.0809 -4.1547 0.5177 0.0023 0.1534 (0.0000)
two 0.0447 0.9942 -3.6875 0.3965 0.0011 0.1554 (0.0000)
three -0.0289 0.9571 -3.2478 0.4195 0.0011 0.1730 (0.0000)
four -0.0161 0.9612 -2.931 0.4529 0.0000 0.1812 (0.0000)

Crisis period: bins 1,2 and 3
one 0.0220 1.0465 -2.3937 0.6767 0.0253 0.1563 (0.0018)
two -0.0026 1.0209 -1.9123 0.5631 0.0405 0.2508 (0.0000)
three -0.0194 0.9283 -1.5388 0.5746 0.0354 0.3704 (0.0000)

Crisis period: bin 4 + 5
four+five 0.0000 1.4247 -0.8720 0.2067 0.0658 -0.005 (0.921)



Table 7: HS VaR: Pre-crisis period and crisis period HS VaR descriptive and performance statis-
tics are reported for each bank. Descriptive statistics include HS VaR mean, standard deviation (std
dev) and VaR exceedance rate (ex rate), as well as mean and maximum (max) exceedances (ex).
Performance-related statistics include p-values for measures of 1% VaR accuracy (cover), exceedance
independence (indep), duration between exceedances (dur) and VaR correlation with next-day |PnL|
(with p-values in parentheses). The mean and max statistics are unsigned.

Pre-Crisis Period
ex mean max ——–p-values——– cor

(
−V aRt,

bank mean std dev rate ex ex cover indep dur |PnLt+1|
)

bank 1 .84 .08 .007 .42 1.12 .335 .044 .886 −.093 (.002)
bank 2 .10 .06 .016 .07 .17 .065 .445 .317 .187 (.000)
bank 3 .54 .21 .020 .36 2.64 .001 .275 .850 .333 (.000)
bank 4 .14 .03 .012 .10 .36 .547 .604 .132 .121 (.000)

Crisis Period
ex mean max ——–p-values——– cor

(
−V aRt

bank mean std dev rate ex ex cov indep dur |PnLt+1|
)

bank 1 3.84 1.23 .038 1.63 4.58 .000 .001 .001 .050 (.324)
bank 2 1.64 1.43 .068 2.54 26.66 .000 .040 .546 .053 (.288)
bank 3 3.14 .67 .027 1.70 7.31 .005 .028 .026 .071 (.147)
bank 4 1.60 .75 .041 3.22 24.24 .000 .028 .010 −.019 (.701)
bank 5 1.31 .48 .051 .75 3.89 .000 .018 .005 .275 (.000)

Table 8: HS VaR Variance by Frequency: Pre-crisis and crisis period HS VaR variances
(total variance) and HS VaR variance decompositions by frequencies are reported in the top and
bottom panels. Frequency bands correspond to periodicities less than 5 (weekly), 21 (monthly), and
63 (quarterly) days. Cumulative fraction of HS VaR variance is reported at each frequency range.
Variance decomposition of HS VaR uses the Band-Pass filter with K = 30 leads and lags.

total variance ≤5-day/total ≤21-day/total ≤63-day/total
Pre-Crisis Period

bank 1 .006 .0035 .0147 .0486
bank 2 .004 .0005 .0050 .0242
bank 3 .043 .0007 .0051 .0253
bank 4 .001 .0012 .0076 .0282

Crisis Period
bank 1 1.521 .0014 .0091 .0364
bank 2 2.054 .0010 .0069 .0275
bank 3 .451 .0015 .0220 .1213
bank 4 .567 .0008 .0060 .0277
bank 5 .234 .0012 .0083 .0373



Table 9: GARCH-normal VaR: Pre-crisis period and crisis period GARCH-normal VaR
descriptive and performance statistics are reported for each bank. Descriptive statistics include
GARCH-normal VaR mean, standard deviation (std dev) and VaR exceedance rate (ex rate), as
well as mean and maximum (max) exceedances (ex). Performance-related statistics include p-values
for measures of 1% VaR accuracy (cover), exceedance independence (indep), duration between ex-
ceedances (dur) and VaR correlation with next-day |PnL| (with p-values in parentheses). The mean
and max statistics are unsigned.

Pre-Crisis Period
ex mean max ——–p-values——– cor

(
−V aRt,

bank mean std dev rate ex ex cover indep dur |PnLt+1|
)

bank 1 .70 .21 .010 .41 .98 .993 .095 .840 −.004 (.882)
bank 2 .12 .08 .011 .05 .10 .836 .612 .623 .245 (.000)
bank 3 .72 .37 .009 .28 1.40 .706 .626 .382 .211 (.000)
bank 4 .23 .11 .007 .11 .27 .267 .778 .655 .111 (.001)

Crisis Period
ex mean max ——–p-values——– cor

(
−V aRt

bank mean std dev rate ex ex cov indep dur |PnLt+1|
)

bank 1 2.93 1.75 .033 1.48 3.74 .000 .435 .650 .166 (.001)
bank 2 3.02 4.09 .034 4.41 26.59 .000 .081 .911 .005 (.925)
bank 3 2.86 1.56 .031 1.28 8.09 .000 .357 .600 .078 (.111)
bank 4 3.06 2.93 .024 4.79 23.59 .014 .018 .097 −.035 (.482)
bank 5 1.69 1.37 .031 .52 4.19 .000 .416 .704 .295 (.000)

Table 10: GARCH-normal VaR Variance by Frequency: Pre-crisis and crisis period
GARCH-normal VaR variances (total variance) and GARCH-normal VaR variance decompositions
by frequencies are reported in the top and bottom panels. Frequency bands correspond to pe-
riodicities less than 5 (weekly), 21 (monthly), and 63 (quarterly) days. Cumulative fraction of
GARCH-normal VaR variance is reported at each frequency range. Variance decomposition of
GARCH-normal VaR uses the Band-Pass filter with K = 30 leads and lags.

total variance ≤5-day/total ≤21-day/total ≤63-day/total
Pre-Crisis Period

bank 1 .045 .0602 .2803 .4879
bank 2 .007 .0137 .0385 .0864
bank 3 .138 .0484 .1025 .1680
bank 4 .012 .2140 .4621 .5784

Crisis Period
bank 1 3.075 .1340 .4213 .8064
bank 2 16.765 .2769 .7633 .8965
bank 3 2.422 .0952 .2327 .5312
bank 4 8.607 .1252 .2391 .3220
bank 5 1.889 .0622 .1951 .3234



Table 11: GARCH-normal Volatility Correlations: Bivariate correlations and p-values
between 1-day ahead GARCH-normal volatility forecasts (σ̂t+1) and next-day realized PnL volatility
(|PnLt+1|) are reported in the first two columns, with p-values. Correlations between GARCH-
normal volatility forecasts and realized GARCH-normal volatility forecast error (|PnLt+1| − σ̂t+1)
are presented in the last two columns with p-values.

cor(σ̂t,t+1, |PnLt+1|) cor(σ̂t+1, |PnLt+1| − σ̂t+1)
cor p-value cor p-value

Pre-Crisis Period
bank 1 .035 .247 -.148 .000
bank 2 .254 .000 -.083 .005
bank 3 .318 .000 -.052 .048
bank 4 .272 .000 .045 .179

Crisis Period
bank 1 .185 .000 -.312 .000
bank 2 -.006 .898 -.753 .000
bank 3 .133 .007 -.326 .000
bank 4 -.037 .451 -.792 .000
bank 5 .307 .000 -.391 .000



Table 12: VaR Measure Comparisons: Mean VaRs: Pre-crisis and crisis period com-
parisons of mean VaRs among bank VaR and the different benchmark VaRs (HS, GARCH-normal,
FHS, GARCH-t and GARCH-EVT) are shown for each bank. All table entries are unsigned.

Pre-Crisis Period
Bank VaR HS GARCH-N FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT

bank 1 1.46 0.84 0.70 0.79 0.86 0.81
bank 2 0.32 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.15 0.11
bank 3 1.27 0.54 0.72 0.59 0.85 0.61
bank 4 0.52 0.14 0.23 0.16 0.32 0.20

Crisis Period
Bank VaR HS GARCH-N FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT

bank 1 3.31 3.84 2.93 3.34 3.32 3.57
bank 2 0.69 1.64 3.02 1.99 1.70 2.31
bank 3 2.97 3.14 2.86 3.51 3.10 3.33
bank 4 0.97 1.60 3.06 2.28 1.40 1.97
bank 5 1.49 131 1.69 1.75 1.88 1.86

Table 13: VaR Measure Comparisons: Exccedance Rates: Pre-crisis and crisis period
comparisons of exceedance rates among the bank VaR and different benchmark VaRs (HS, GARCH-
normal, FHS, GARCH-t and GARCH-EVT) are shown for each bank.

Pre-Crisis Period
Bank VaR HS GARCH-N FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT

bank 1 0.004b 0.007b 0.010 0.010 0.007b 0.008
bank 2 0.000 0.016 0.011 0.012 0.008 0.013
bank 3 0.001a 0.020a 0.009 0.014 0.003a 0.015
bank 4 0.000a 0.012 0.007 0.013 0.003a 0.010

Crisis Period
Bank VaR HS GARCH-N FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT

bank 1 0.040a,b 0.038a,b 0.033a 0.028a 0.028a 0.025a
bank 2 0.100a 0.068a,b 0.034a 0.049a 0.071a 0.036a
bank 3 0.034a 0.027a,b 0.031a 0.019 0.022a 0.019
bank 4 0.051a,b 0.041a,b 0.024a,b 0.036a 0.036a 0.044a,b
bank 5 0.027a,b 0.051a,b 0.031a 0.029a 0.017 0.027a
aVaR 1% coverage rejected at 5% level.
bExceedance independence rejected at 5% level.



Table 14: VaR Measure Comparisons: Correlation (−V aRt, |PnLt+1|): Pre-crisis and
crisis period comparisons of bivariate correlations between VaR measures and next-day realized PnL
volatilty (|PnL|). The VaR-|PnL| correlations for bank VaR and the different benchmark VaRs (HS,
GARCH-normal, FHS, GARCH-t and GARCH-EVT) are shown for each bank.

Pre-Crisis Period
Bank VaR HS GARCH-N FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT

bank 1 .051 -.093 -.004 -.026 -.020 -.009
bank 2 .156∗ .187∗ .245∗ .220∗ .243∗ .230∗

bank 3 .410∗ .333∗ .211∗ .220∗ .231∗ .219∗

bank 4 .301∗ ,121∗ .111∗ -.034 .145∗ .015
Crisis Period

Bank VaR HS GARCH-N FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT
bank 1 .132∗ .050 .166∗ .169∗ .172∗ .170∗

bank 2 .071 .053 .005 -.000 -.008 -.004
bank 3 .162∗ .071 .078 .089 .073 .084
bank 4 -.035 -.019 -.035∗ -.035 .011 -.024
bank 5 .389∗ .275∗ .295∗ .291∗ .321∗ .302∗

∗Significance at 5% level.

Table 15: VaR Measure Comparisons: VaR Variance Contributions (periodicity
less than one quarter): Pre-crisis and crisis period comparisons of VaR variance contributions
for periodicity ≤ 63 days among the bank VaR and different benchmark VaRs (HS, GARCH-normal,
FHS, GARCH-t and GARCH-EVT) are shown for each bank.

Pre-Crisis Period
Bank VaR HS GARCH-N FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT

bank 1 0.361 0.049 0.488 0.389 0.272 0.464
bank 2 0.176 0.024 0.086 0.072 0.090 0.078
bank 3 0.056 0.025 0.168 0.190 0.132 0.174
bank 4 0.093 0.028 0.578 0.603 0.192 0.649

Crisis Period
Bank VaR HS GARCH-N FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT

bank 1 0.104 0.036 0.806 0.777 0.774 0.792
bank 2 0.104 0.027 0.897 0.861 0.969 0.926
bank 3 0.224 0.121 0.531 0.501 0.484 0.484
bank 4 0.154 0.028 0.322 0.412 0.954 0.487
bank 5 0.107 0.037 0.323 0.328 0.273 0.280



Table 16: Average Expected Shortfall measures: Average Expected Shortfall (ES) is
shown for different benchmark VaR methodologies for each bank for pre-crisis and crisis periods.
Average ES is the mean estimated daily ES value for the particular category. All table entries are
unsigned.

Pre-Crisis Period
bank GARCH-normal FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT
bank 1 .88 1.17 1.28 1.19
bank 2 .16 .15 .22 .15
bank 3 .89 .79 1.17 .77
bank 4 .29 .27 .50 .27

Crisis Period
bank GARCH-normal FHS GARCH-t GARCH-EVT
bank 1 3.42 5.23 4.56 4.88
bank 2 3.48 10.02 3.00 8.07
bank 3 3.39 4.41 4.08 4.35
bank 4 3.54 9.15 2.40 5.45
bank 5 2.00 2.54 2.47 2.47

Table 17: GARCH-EVT ES: GARCH-EVT ES estimates and supporting statistics are shown
for each bank for pre-crisis and crisis-periods. Columns 1 and 2: Unconditional mean ES and
standard deviation. Column 3: Mean ES conditional on VaR exceedance. Column 4: Mean VaR
exceedance conditional on exceedance occurance. Columns 5, 6,and 7 and 8 respectively: exceedance
rate, mean exceedance, maximium exceedance, correlation between ES and next-day realized PnL,
given PnL less than estimated ES. P-values are in parentheses.

Pre-Crisis Period
est unc est unc est cond act cond ex mean max cor(|PnL|, ES

bank mean ES std ES mean ES mean ES rate ex ex |PnL < V aR)
bank 1 1.186 .300 1.179 1.192 .004 .247 .607 .754 (.019)
bank 2 .153 .099 .132 .146 .007 .047 .085 .867 (.000)
bank 3 .766 .462 .806 .920 .008 .266 1.472 .902 (.000)
bank 4 .265 .106 .156 .185 .004 .134 .291 −.275 (.474)

Crisis Period
est unc est unc est cond act cond ex mean max cor(|PnL|, ES

bank mean ES std ES mean ES mean ES rate ex ex |PnL < V aR)
bank 1 4.881 2.781 3.155 3.896 .018 1.285 3.080 .766 (.010)
bank 2 8.071 9.582 4.295 5.823 .017 7.695 26.488 −.046 (.870)
bank 3 4.353 2.221 3.361 4.198 .007 2.781 6.677 .435 (.281)
bank 4 5.446 4.671 2.106 3.852 .022 4.948 21.560 .233 (.352)
bank 5 2.474 2.138 1.398 1.684 .017 .660 3.955 .422 (.197)



Table 18: Bank Daily PnL (all observations): See description for Table 1.
Pre-Crisis Period (all observations)

bank dates mean st dev PnL < 0 kurtosis skewness
bank 1 2001 - May 2007 .5468 .5270 .109 5.582 .155
bank 2 2001 - May 2007 .1355 .1086 .062 6.455 .877
bank 3 1999 - May 2007 .4279 .5198 .147 7.570 .739
bank 4 2001 - May 2007 .2317 .2152 .073 44.883 3.440
bank 5 2005 - May 2007 .4181 .4130 .143 4.004 .301

Table 19: Bank Daily VaR (all observations): See description for Table 3.
Pre-Crisis Period (all observations)

ex mean max ——–p-values——– cor
(
−V aRt,

bank mean std dev rate ex ex cover indep dur |PnLt+1|
)

bank 1 1.51 .37 .003 .26 .62 .001 .009 .292 .057 (.022)
bank 2 .28 .07 .000 – – – – – .167 (.000)
bank 3 1.09 .51 .001 .99 1.25 .000 .949 – .435 (.000)
bank 4 .45 .14 .001 .04 .04 .000 .970 – .341 (.000)
bank 5 .78 .15 .000 – – – – – .016 (.684)

Table 20: 1-year HS VaR: See description for Table 7.
Pre-Crisis Period

ex mean max ——–p-values——– cor
(
−V aRt,

bank mean std dev rate ex ex cover indep dur |PnLt+1|
)

bank 1 .78 .26 .011 .40 1.17 .699 .155 .807 −.063 (.021)
bank 2 .09 .06 .016 .06 .16 .042 .360 .492 .171 (.000)
bank 3 .60 .43 .017 .32 2.58 .007 .315 .620 .294 (.000)
bank 4 .14 .04 .011 .10 .36 .699 .588 .550 .065 (.026)

Crisis Period
ex mean max ——–p-values——– cor

(
−V aRt

bank mean std dev rate ex ex cov indep dur |PnLt+1|
)

bank 1 4.35 1.48 .038 1.28 4.30 .000 .014 .000 .003 (.958)
bank 2 6.89 6.25 .034 4.09 26.62 .000 .081 .041 .019 (.708)
bank 3 3.30 .75 .024 1.59 7.18 .014 .018 .051 .073 (.140)
bank 4 2.39 1.12 .041 3.03 23.39 .000 .000 .003 −.026 (.603)
bank 5 1.68 .69 .039 .70 3.28 .000 .002 .006 .243 (.000)

Table 21: 1-year HS VaR Variance by Frequency: See description for Table 8.
total variance ≤5-day/total ≤21-day/total ≤63-day/total

Pre-Crisis Period
bank 1 .066 .0015 .0102 .0386
bank 2 .004 .0019 .0098 .0400
bank 3 .187 .0013 .0065 .0275
bank 4 .002 .0024 .0125 .0427

Crisis Period
bank 1 2.196 .0029 .0159 .0488
bank 2 39.102 .0028 .0140 .0444
bank 3 .562 .0057 .0277 .1331
bank 4 1.262 .0037 .0194 .0579
bank 5 .478 .0031 .0172 .0601



Figure 1: Bank PnL and bank VaR: Pre-crisis period. Scatter plots for Bank PnL and
bank VaR are presented for 4 banks in the pre-crisis period. The 45-degree line separates points with
and without VaR violations. The large solid points denote PnL and VaR pairs with VaR violations.
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Figure 2: Bank PnL and bank VaR: Crisis period. Scatter plots for Bank PnL and bank
VaR are presented for 5 banks in the crisis period. The 45-degree line separates points with and
without VaR violations. The solid points and ellipsoids below the line denote respectively individual
exceedances or groups of exceedances. The plotted ellipsoids are the smallest containing all points
within each subgroup.
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Figure 3: Average Bank PnL, Bank VaR, HS VaR and GARCH-normal VaR. We
plot average bank PnL, bank VaR and benchmark VaRs for the pre-crisis period and the crisis-period.
For each period, both daily VaRs and PnLs are first standardized by the the individual bank’s PnL
mean and standard deviation for the respective period and then aggregated. The solid line denotes
average bank PnL, the dashdot line denotes bank VaR, the dashed line denotes benchmark HS VaR
and the dotted line denotes benchmark GARCH-normal VaR. By construction, the plot covers the
dates for which data for all banks is available from December 2003 to December 2008.
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Figure 4: Bank PnL and bank VaR across ordered categories. The Figure shows the
pre-crisis and crisis period bank order-category VaR and PnL. On each day, the standardized banks’
PnL and VaR are sorted into bin categories based on the relative size of the respective standardized
banks’ VaRs for that day. The number of bins is set equal to the number of banks in each subperiod:
4 for the pre-crisis and 5 for the crisis period. A lower VaR conservativeness is associated with a
higher bin number. The sum of VaRs and PnLs for bins 4 and 5, that are composed solely of two
outlier banks, are plotted rather than individual plots. By construction, the plot covers the dates
for which data for all banks is available from December 2003 to December 2008.
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Figure 5: Bank PnL and HS VaR: Pre-crisis period. Scatter plots for Bank PnL
and benchmark HS VaR (2-year window) are presented for 4 banks in the pre-crisis period. The
45-degree line separates points with and without VaR violations. The large solid points denote PnL
and VaR pairs with VaR violations.
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Figure 6: Bank PnL and HS VaR: Crisis period. Scatter plots for Bank PnL and
benchmark HS VaR (2-year window) are presented for 5 banks in the crisis period. The 45-degree
line separates points with and without VaR violations. The large solid points denote PnL and VaR
pairs with VaR violations.
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Figure 7: Bank PnL and GARCH-normal VaR: Pre-crisis period. Scatter plots for
Bank PnL and benchmark GARCH-normal VaR (2-year window) are presented for 4 banks in the
pre-crisis period. The 45-degree line separates points with and without VaR violations. The large
solid points denote PnL and VaR pairs with VaR violations.
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Figure 8: Bank PnL and GARCH-normal VaR: Crisis period. Scatter plots for Bank
PnL and benchmark GARCH-normal VaR (2-year window) are presented for 5 banks in the crisis
period. The 45-degree line separates points with and without VaR violations. The large solid points
denote PnL and VaR pairs with VaR violations.
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Figure 9: Bank PnL and FHS VaR: Pre-crisis period. Scatter plots for Bank PnL
and benchmark FHS VaR (2-year window) are presented for 4 banks in the pre-crisis period. The
45-degree line separates points with and without VaR violations. The large solid points denote PnL
and VaR pairs with VaR violations.
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Figure 10: Bank PnL and FHS VaR: Crisis period. Scatter plots for Bank PnL and
benchmark FHS VaR (2-year window) are presented for 5 banks in the crisis period. The 45-degree
line separates points with and without VaR violations. The large solid points denote PnL and VaR
pairs with VaR violations.
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Figure 11: Bank PnL and 1-year HS VaR: Pre-crisis period. Scatter plots for Bank
PnL and benchmark HS VaR (1-year window) are presented for 4 banks in the pre-crisis period.
The 45-degree line separates points with and without VaR violations. The large solid points denote
PnL and VaR pairs with VaR violations.
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Figure 12: Bank PnL and 1-year HS VaR: Crisis period. Scatter plots for Bank
PnL and benchmark HS VaR (1-year window) are presented for 5 banks in the crisis period. The
45-degree line separates points with and without VaR violations. The large solid points denote PnL
and VaR pairs with VaR violations.
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